
W22 - Magnetic Charger 15W + 5W

The W22 wireless charger stand has two separate induction outputs to
charge several devices simultaneously.

The round part is a magnetic 15W wireless charger. If your phone is
compatible, place it on the charger, it will naturally be attached to the
support. To take advantage of the 15W charging power, please connect
this charger with the supplied cable and to a wall adapter of at least
20W.

The base is built with a USB-C input and output as well as a 5W
induction output to charge a earbuds case (AirPods type).

The support is customizable with a light-up logo on the base.

The W22 comes with a USB-C charging cable and a magnetic sticker to
ensure compatibility with all phones (device must be induction
compatible).

If your phone does not have MagSafe technology (starting iPhone 12),
you can stick the sticker to the back of your phone to make it
compatible with the magnetic holder.

Everything is included: lighting logo customization, charging cable,
magnetic sticker and gift box.
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Technical specifications
Materials: ABS with soft-touch finish / Aluminium
Product dimensions: 70 × 80 × 125 mm
Weight: 160 g
Type-C input: 9V/3.5A, 12V/2.5A
Magnetic wireless output : 9V/1.67A - 15W
Wireless output on base: 5V/1A - 5W
Type-C Output: 5V/1A
QI compatible
3-year warranty
Patent EUROPE EUIPO
Customs code: 85044095

This product is delivered with a USB-C 3A charging cable (70 cm) and magnetic ring sticker.

Printing
Printing zones:

light-up logo printing – 44 x 38 mm

Packaging
Delivered in a magnetic gift box made from recycled cardboard :
Gift box dimensions: 11 x 9,9 x 12,7 mm
Number of units per carton: 50
Carton dimensions: 56.5 × 26.6 × 51.5 cm
Carton weight: 16.0 kg
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